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of the Imperial Government for his measure. We may expect
lively debates and drastic amendments during the committee stage.
But this may not serve our purpose in the least degree. Nothing
but a total acceptance of our demands can satisfy us, and this not
because we do not compromise but because there can be no ques-
tion of compromise on points of existence or honour. Passive Resis-
ters are under a vow not to accept anything in satisfaction of their
demands if it disturbs existing rights. By their very constitution
they are precluded from bargaining away the rights of others in
order to save themselves the sufferings of imprisonment.
From Mr. Fischer's language, it is clear that he wants to egg
on the Europeans of South Africa to rise against us, and us to offer
passive resistance. Though the majority of the speakers during the
debate spoke against his Bill and advised him to placate passive
registers, he gratuitously mentioned that the threat of passive
resistance might make the Government to come to "plain terms".
We wish they would. We certainly do not want ambiguity. And in
pleading for general terms in an Immigration Bill, we do not
countenance a subterfuge, as it has been called, but we ask for
a continuance of the excellent part of the British Constitution
which requires that, however persistent a bad practice may be,
it shall not be incorporated into the law. In Lord AmpthilPs words,
theory should be sound, though one may fail to carry it out in
practice. In theory, there is no such thing as a straight line that
can be drawn, but because we draw a line that is only fairly but
not quite straight, we are not supposed to have resorted to a
subterfuge by having still the true, though theoretical, definition in
view. To keep our theory right is to obey the law of our higher
nature; to depart from it in practice is to concede the weak-
ness of human nature. If, therefore, the Government wish to de-
part from the theory of the British Constitution to which they owe
their very existence, they are welcome to do so; only, then, they
will not have used "plain terms" but they will have avowed their
enmity to the origin of their existence. And passive resisters who
still cUng to the beautiful vision of that Constitution are prepared
to fight for making it a reality or die in the attempt*
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